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USNPSranger@juno.com. Good luck to Dave:
Your fight is our fight.

Park Ranger Sues
NFS Over RM57

10 Things the National
Dave Wahlgren,aveteran commissioned ranger
from Independence National Historic Park, has
filed suit in federal district court over being
denied ajob he applied for and was offered at
Buffalo River. Brother Wahlgren was hired,

Park Service STILL
Could Do to Prevent

Ranger Fatalities, But
STILL Won^t

was given the SF50 and transfer materials, and
then had the offer rescinded because of a

medical condition that put him up against

An update on NPS Inaction after the death
ofSteve Makuakane-Jarrell
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every department in the country: Access to

dispatcher service.
Message to WASO - Stop violating
Department ofInterior policy that requires field
rangers to have access to LE databases

(therefore, requiring a dispatch.) Dismiss
Superintendents and ChiefRangers who fail to
comply.

Update: The lACP study agreed with the
Lodge. The head of wireless communications
for the NPS agreed with the Lodge,identifying
radio communications as a "material weakness"

that is a threat to ranger safety.

RM57.

After the murder ofSteve Makuakane-Jarrell,the

Wahlgren has been doing his Job for years with
satisfactory-plus evaluations, but like many
rangers, has been left out to dry by the National
Park Service. Brother Wahlgren has hired the
law firm of Lovitz & Gold who have an

Lodge printed the original"10 Things" list in the
lodge newsletter, on the website, and sent it by
email to ail members. It became a blueprint for

Ignoring both the lACP report, the
implementation report, and the NPS wireless
program director, under Ring's leadership, the

Lodge action, and was, in essence, adopted by
the lACP in its study of the NPS.

NPS has failed to request budgeting to deal with
this known safet>' issue, and has left
communications planning out of the budget

Nearly two years later, after hundreds of
thousands ofdollars have been spent on a study
of the NPS law enforcement by the lACP,

fimding will arrive at least until FY2003.

impeccable record with cases involving
discrimination in the federal system. Lovitz and
Gold have defended discriminationcases before

the U.S. Supreme Court with positive results.
The Lodge wants to publicize this suit, with
Bro. Wahlgren's blessing, because we are

hopeftil it will benefit those members who are
claimed to have "issues" according to RM57.

additional tens of thousands of dollars to ftind a

We still have Lodge members depending on

committee to recommend how these changes
should be implemented, and a fruitless search for

family members or uncompensated cooperative
agencies for life-or-death dispatch services.

a successor to the committee chair, the NPS,
under the leadership of Associate Director for

2. Stop Abandoning Our Rangers

As the Lodge has repeatedly told Congress, the

Operations and Education Richard Ring, has

media and the NPS, the agency must follow
Federal Law and make good-faith
accommodations to those with a physical
problem and grant waivers as is called for in 5
CFR 204.339(which was conveniently left out
of RM57). Dave asks that anyone having
RM57 issues resulting in non-issuance of a

done squat. Once again. Deputy Director Dennis
Galvin, not known for any support for ranger law
enforcement, failed to act during his tour as

waiver

to

contact

him

acting director.

Under their guidance, not a

6

person" shifts — not even in the early morning

Message to rangers: Drop dead!

The NPS has not made a case why this agency
alone should be exempt from this accepted
police practice.

This is the 21st century, and the National Park

Update: The lACP report verified this
observation,calling for VRAP staffing increases
to account for backup on top of the increases
envisioned in the Thomas Report. Acting NPS
Chief Ranger Dennis Bumet is quoted in the

Service fails the basic safety standard used by

press as saying a report on staffing needs

NAPA Report on U.S. Park Police.. 3

Lodge Letter to WASO

shouldn't work in front-coimtiy situations
without back-up available. This means no "one
hours when "nothing ever happens."

Here were the lodge recommendations then, and
our updates.

Passman & Kaplan Explain Suit.. . 4
Recommended Training
4

Stop violating FLETC-taught, universally
accepted officer safety principles: Officers

single recommendation has been implemented.
Not a dollar for implementation has been
requested fiom Congress.
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process till very late in the game. No significant

1. Give Every Ranger Access to Dispatch

